


AOM Visa Consulting provides Australia & New Zealand Visa Support service and 

Immigration consulting service.  Australia & New Zealand are very popular countries 

as migration country, though; migration legislation is very complex as the law is 

subject to change based on political and economical situations.

Currently the majority of service provider for Australia & New Zealand immigration

Consultation here in Japan is Travel agent and educational agent. In order to 

Provide professional service,  my aim is to establish certain level of quality for Australia & New 

Zealand immigration consulting service here in Japan and to promote Australian & New Zealand 

society and value for the people.

Having worked for Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP) at the Australian 

Embassy Tokyo as a senior immigration officer, I believe my professional skills and practical work 

experience would be asset for client’s visa application.

Yayoi Ashikaga

Representative Director

Consultant Profile       Yayoi Ashikaga

Nov 1997- Nov2006   Senior Visa Officer, Department of Immigration and Border Protection

Australian Embassy, Tokyo
Responsibilities: 

Interview, Assessment, Decision Making under the Australian Legislations 

(All visa classes handled here in Japan except Refugee cases)  
Visitor, Student, Temporary Residence, Business, Migration  

eVisa promotion, marketing event, conduct seminar for stakeholders,   
web site implementation etc

Experience:  

Apr 2010 Presented own lecture on Australian Immigration to law students at 
Temple University, Law school, Japan campus

Apr 2006  Completion of Local Engaged Compliance Assistance (LECA) course 
at the National Office in Australia.     (Document Examination etc.) 

Nov2004/2005           Attended Far East Asia Immigration conference hosted by Ministry of Justice

1996-1997 Worked in New Zealand (Tourism) 

1993-1996 Japan Airline InfoTech Co., Ltd– Programmer for JAL’s Computer Reservation  
System 

Education: Pre L.L.M Course, Temple University, Law School, Japan campus

B.A  in Law, Keio University

Tourism manager certificate
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Mission Statement

In order to make smooth visa application procedure, we make best effort to assist clients from

valuable work experience and knowledge. We hope to contribute to the clients in order to 

create enormous goodwill between Japan and Australia/New Zealand from various perspective, 

for instance, politically, economically and culturally.  

Our first priority is to allow the clients to obtain most suitable visas through our assistance.

Vision 

As of April 2011, we made agreement with Immigration adviser and started New Zealand 

immigration support & Consulting. Under the Trans-Tasman Mutual Recognition Act (TTMR 

Act), Australia & New Zealand have strong mutual commitment and therefore, it is very 

important to provide service for both countries. Currently, there are very few professional 

Oceania region’s (Australia & New Zealand) immigration consultant firms here in Japan. Having 

considered the relationship between Japan and Oceania countries, it is needful business model. 

Our vision is to be a leading Oceania’s immigration consulting firm in Japan.

Network

AOM Visa Consulting has wide range of network throughout Japan and Australia/New Zealand.
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In Australia, immigration consultant must have migration agent qualification and migration agents 

must be registered with the Office of the Migration Agents Registration Authority (MARA). 

AOM Visa Consulting works closely with Migration Agent in Sydney, Australia and operate business 

as a Partner consultant. He has also work experience at the Department of Immigration and 

Border Protection (DIBP) and currently he is working as a Migration Agent in Sydney.He understands 

Japanese culture and business and we assist clients from both Japan and Australia to make smooth 

application process.   

In addition, AOM Visa Consulting has network both in Japan and Australia – Japan: Japanese 

Lawyer who is specialized in Australian law  / Australia: Japanese Lawyer and Migration Agents with 

DIBP work experience at other states etc.  We can offer most suitable consultation based on client’s 

need. 

・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・

Fore more information about Migration Agents – please refer to the following site

Office of the Migration Agents Registration Authority (MARA)

https://www.mara.gov.au/

Partner Consultant Profile : Jacob Wyllie

Migration Agent Registered Number (MARA): MARN 0959622

Migration Institute of Australia (MIA): No.3753

Migration Manager Jacob Wyllie holds a Graduate Certificate in Australian Migration Law and 
Practice (high distinction average) from the Australian National University.

Most recently he managed the migration affairs of an organisation holding an On-Hire Labour
Agreement with the Commonwealth of Australia. This role covered submissions, applications and 
variation requests to systems, process and sponsored employee management. In this role he also 
started a migration practice specialising in employment based visas.

Jacob lived in Japan for 9 years, where he worked in business management and development for a 
development consultancy undertaking projects for the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank 
and others, and is fluent in Japanese. He followed this with a number of years in the Immigration 
section at the Australian Embassy in Tokyo.

Working for the Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP) has given Jacob a unique 
insight into the machinations and internal processes of the DIBP, and allows him to understand the 
requirements from a processing as well as legal perspective.

Jacob has assisted hundreds of businesses and individuals in achieving their migration goals, and 
guiding them through the complex and often bureaucratic processes with simple yet 
comprehensive explanations, whilst maintaining his sense of humour

Company name: FCB Smart Visa – FCB Group

Address: Level 11, 83 Mount Street, North Sydney NSW 2060

Tel: +61 (2) 9922 5188

Email: jpw@fcbsmartvisa.com.au

Website: http://www.fcbsmartvisa.com.au
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As of 4 May 2010, a new law went into effect and New Zealand government implemented 

Immigration Advisor License by Immigration Advisor Authority (IAA). Now immigration consultant 

must have Immigration Advisor license and he/she must be registered with the Immigration Advisor 

Authority (IAA).  This law applies for not only domestic immigration consultant but also overseas. 

AOM Visa Consulting work closely with immigration lawyer.

Now the network of AOM Visa Consulting is expanding in New Zealand community, mainly in 

Auckland area.  We can offer most suitable consultation based on client’s need. 

・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・

Fore more information about Immigration Advisor – please refer to the following site

The Immigration Advisor Authority (IAA)

http://www.iaa.govt.nz/

Partner Consultant Profile : Mark Williams

Partner, Immigration lawyer

Mark Williams is an internationally recognised New Zealand immigration expert, with a focus on 
individual/family, business/investment and corporate migration services.

He has successfully represented private and corporate immigration clients, providing high level 
strategic advice. Mark has also engaged in negotiations with the New Zealand Government in 
standard and exceptionally complicated immigration applications and appeals.

He is an Adjunct Professor of Law of Victoria University (Melbourne), was a lecturer of immigration 
law at the University of Canterbury, and currently sits on the New Zealand Immigration and Refugee 
Law Committee of the New Zealand Law Society.

Lane Neave was established in the 1860s and has grown to be ranked as one of New Zealand’s 
leading firms for legal services, operating out of offices located in Auckland, Wellington, 

Christchurch and Queenstown. They also provide specialist advice across the full range of legal 
fields in New Zealand like one-stop service such as guidance and advice on a range of legal matters 
associated with and incidental to the immigration process, from corporate human resource and 
relocation issues, investing in passive or active investments; buying a home or establishing your 
New Zealand will. 

Company name: Lane Neave

Address:141 Cambridge Terrace, Christchurch 8013
PO Box 2331, Christchurch 8140

Tel: + 64 3 353 0620

Email: liveinnewzealand@laneneave.co.nz

Website: http://www.laneneaveimmigration.co.nz
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< For Individual Clients >

 Visa Assistant

1.eVisa

eVisa categories are getting increased and currently Student, Working Holiday, Long term 
Visitor visa (676) are most popular visa classes.  We provide assistance for those eVisa 
categories by Japanese/English language.

2. Lodge the Embassy/DIBP

We provide visa assistance for the application that are to be lodged at the Embassy, Tokyo 
as well as the office in Australia. 

 Visa Consultation

In general, it is not so easy for the clients to understand the meaning of individual law for 
each visa classes. Australian immigration legislations are complex and we provide 
consultation service based on personal circumstances.

 Study Abroad – arrangement

Our partner, Melbourne Education Centre(MEC) provides study course in Australia. In 
addition, partner in New Zealand is also educational agent so that most of school (Univ. 
Poly tech, High school, English school etc) arrangement are available here in Japan.

< For Corporate Clients >

 Visa Assistant

1. Travel Agents/ School Agents

We provide Visa assistance outsourcing service for travel agents/ school agents.  This 
service makes firms to raise business efficiency and time saving.

2. Corporate Clients

We provide visa assistance for corporate clients who intend to dispatch their employees / 
invest in Australia.  In order to make smooth business relationship between Japan and 
Australia, we give you certain visa assistance for more high level visa classes upon your 

request.

 Visa Consultation / Advice

In order to promote business development, it is essential to be familiar with most update 
legislations and assist visa applications.  For those who wish to learn more about Australian 
legislations, we provide the opportunity to conduct lecture and consultation for corporate 

clients. 

Example： Travel Agent/School Agent:  Update information for Tourist/Student visa
Corporate clients: Update information for Business visa for HR Dep.  
School/Univ.: Update information for Student visa 

Lecture for Australian Immigration overview 
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< Step for the Visa Application>

１
Confirmation for purpose of visit /
appropriate visa class

Analysis purpose of visit, client’s personal
circumstances and provide information the
possibility of visa application. Provide explanation
that there is no guarantee to be granted visa.

２
Provide Quotation/
Information for Service details

After making decision to apply for the visa, provide
quotation and information for our service details.

３
Agreement / Payment for Service
Charge

If fully understand our service, we provide
agreement and issue the invoice. Once the
payment is made, we start the application process.

４ Preparation for Visa application

Provide application required documents
information and prepare documents by the clients.
If translation service is required, we can arrange
the service for the clients.

５
Lodge the visa application to Dep.of
Immigration

Lodge the visa application to Dep.of Immigration
on behalf of the clients.
Application will be lodged either through Internet
or by mail.

６
Follow up after lodge the visa
application

We communicate with Dep.of Immigration on
behalf of clients after the lodgment. Follow up the
application and will give client updated information
based on DIBP’s advice.

７ Decision by Dep.of Immigration

Inform client regarding decision by Dep.of
Immigration. If visa is not granted, we give you the
letter by Dep.of Immigration and report the
reason/background of this outcome. Advise what
should be done for the next step.

８ Final follow up
If visa is granted, give client regarding visa
condition, visa obligation information.

In order to process client’s visa application as authorized person, we provide visa 
assistant service to the clients and it results in charges applicable as service charge.

－Service Charge (Include) －
Advice for required documents and for personal circumstances
Creation for application form and cover letter
Confirmation of required documents
Lodge the visa application to the Embassy or Dep. Of Immigration on behalf or the clients
Communication between Embassy/ Dep. Of Immigration on behalf of the clients
Provide additional documents information requested by Embassy/Dep.of Immigration
Received visa(passport) at the Embassy/Dep.of Immigration on behalf of the clients
Provide the information for the condition of issued visa
Visa Consultation 

－Service Charge (Exclude) －
Option based on visa application situations
Visa Application Charge (pay for Dep.of Immigration) 
Postage/ Courier charge etc
Medical Examination 
Translation
Fees to obtain additional documents requested by Dep.of Immigration
Additional Service Charge in case of extra assessment requested by Dep.of Immigration
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AOM Visa Consulting
http://aom-visa.com/
E-mail: info@aom-visa.com
Tel 03-4540-6305  / Fax: 81-50-8885-9318

Company AOM Limited., ( AOM Visa Consulting ) 

Main Office 〒105-6033 Shiroyama Trust Tower 33F 
4-3-1,Toranomon, Minato-ku, Tokyo Japan

Registration           〒181-0013 4-16-20-502, Shimorenjaku, Mitaka, 
Address Tokyo Japan
Managing Director Yayoi Ashikaga
Established 23th March, 1992

Business ・Visa Applications assistant/ Consultation
・Translation etc

Please make inquiry 
through  our website:
contact form            

「お問い合わせ」

We provide Newsletter 
seasonally for clients.  It gives 
you most updated Australia & 
New Zealand Immigration 
information. 
Please e-mail at info@aom-
visa.com for subcription. 

We provide wide range of service for both individual and corporate clients. 
If you wish to inquiry regarding our service or any further questions, please feel free to 

contact through our contact form for clients [法人の皆様] (for corporate clients)
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ACCESS 

TokyoMetro
Hibiya Line [Kamiyacho] Station 4b Exit 3min
Nanboku Line [Roppongi Ichome] Station 3 Exit 4min 

http://aom-visa.com/
mailto:info@aom-visa.com
mailto:info@aom-visa.com

